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Zenko Games is proud to announce that is working on its first title:
Diamonst Augmented Reality RPG
As the name suggests, Diamonst, thanks to the Augmented Reality, will bring into the real world that gaming
experience we are used to live in our loved titles on PC and Consoles.
Diamonst will be based on 3 pillars:
- A Geolocalized Narrative Arc
- A Strategic Gameplay
- Virtual Pet Features
- A Geolocalized Narrative Arc
Diamonst will be a story-driven experience that will take place in the real world and will be inspired to classics
JRPGs like Final Fantasy, Dragon Quest and Chrono Trigger.
On the map of your city you will be able to see the missions and the side quests of the story and when you will be
close enough you will be able to visualize the events in 3D Augmented Reality (6 degree of freedom AR).
During the single player campaign, you will meet allies, face enemies and solve the riddles that will lead you to
discover the reason why the Diamonst have returned to our planet and everything will happen, for the first time,
in our world.

- A Strategic Gameplay
Diamonst will mix gameplay mechanics from various turn-based and card games like Magic, Hearthstone, Yu-gioh, Pokémon and Yo-Kai watch.
The game will put a lot of focus on intra team and same element synergies that will allow the player to create
intricate combos and strategies.

- Virtual Pet Features
The Diamonst will become the companions of your journey and it's important to create a bond with them.
Through the dedicated mode, called Diamonst Care, you will be able to cuddle, customize and play with your
favourite Diamonst.

A first playable demo of Diamonst is currently in development with Unity and Vuforia for Android and iOS and
will be soon available for Google Tango, Microsoft Hololens and for the Bridge Headset from Occipital.

Gameplay screenshot

A pre-alpha gameplay test can be seen here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TckShjVw1vw&feature=youtu.be
The mission of our company can be read here:
http://zenkogames.com/adventure-awaits-our-journey-begin/

